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Fluid solid equilibrium for two dimensional tangent hard disk chains
from Wertheim’s perturbation theory
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Wertheim’s first order thermodynamic perturbation theory@M. S. Wertheim, J. Chem. Phys.87,
7323~1987!# has been extended to the two-dimensional tangent hard disk dimer for both the solid
and the fluid phases. This extension utilizes pre-existing equations of state for the fluid@C. F. Tejero
and J. A. Cuesta, Phys. Rev. E47, 490~1993!# and for the solid phases@B. J. Alder, W. G. Hoover,
and D. A. Young, J. Chem. Phys.49, 3688 ~1968!#, of the two-dimensional hard disk monomer
system. The theory has been compared to simulation results and a good agreement has been found
between them. Results are also presented for the fluid–solid tie line form52 up to m530. The
results of this work may be of interest to those involved in the study of chainlike systems adsorbed
on a two-dimensional surface. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1446842#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The first order thermodynamic perturbation theory
Wertheim ~TPT1!1–4 was designed for use with associatin
fluids. Soon after its conception it was extended to the tre
ment of chain molecules by Wertheim himself and by Ch
man, Jackson, and Gubbins.5,6 Wertheim’s TPT1 has since
been applied to chains in the fluid phase composed
Lennard-Jones sites.7,8

Recently Wertheim’s theory has been extended to
solid phase of the fully flexible tangent hard sphere ch
model by Vega and MacDowell.9 With this extension it
is now possible to study the fluid–solid equilibrium cond
tions of fully flexible chains, demonstrating a goo
agreement with the simulation results of Malanoski a
Monson.10

In this paper the focus is on the two-dimensional flexib
chain tangent hard disk system.11–15 The case of the mono
mer fluid was the subject of the very first computer simu
tion studies, most famously by Metropoliset al.,16 but also
by Alder and Wainwright,17 Wood,18,19 and Rotenberg.20 As
well as the monomer fluid, the dimer fluid has been the s
ject of interest. Wojciechowski and co-workers have sho
that the dimer fluid freezes into an orientationally disorde
solid.21–23 Similar results for other systems have since be
found by a number of other authors.24–26 By means of
computer simulation Wojciechowskiet al. have also located
the fluid–solid equilibrium point for the dimer fluid.21,22

The possibility of extending Wertheim’s theory t
hard disk chains in the fluid phase has been rece
proposed.11,27

In this paper Wertheim’s TPT1 is extended to the so
phase of tangent hard disk chains. The fluid–solid equi
rium for chains consisting of a number of tangent hard di
is also obtained. Such chains provide an analog to chain
molecular systems adsorbed on planar surfaces.
1750021-9606/2002/116(5)/1757/3/$19.00
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II. WERTHEIM’S FIRST ORDER THERMODYNAMIC
PERTURBATION THEORY

A. Equation of state

Given the equation of state~EOS! and the pair correla-
tion function for a monomer fluid Wertheim’s TPT1 can b
used to provide an equation of state for a chain fluid co
posed ofm monomers. This applies similarly to the sol
phase. This approach has been recently applied to the th
dimensional case~the pearl-necklace model! by Vega and
MacDowell.9 More details being given in the aforementione
paper. Wertheim’s TPT1 EOS for a flexible chain compos
of m monomer units is given by5,6

ZTPT15
p

rkT
5mZmonomer

fluid/solid2~m21!S 11r ref
] ln g~s!

]r ref D , ~1!

whereZmonomer
fluid/solid is the reference EOS for the monomer ha

disks in either the fluid or the solid phase,r5N/A whereN
is the number of chains,A is the area of the system,m is the
number of monomers in the hard disk molecule, andr ref is
the monomer number density. In the fluid phase an E
proposed by Tejero and Cuesta28,29 is used as the referenc
EOS

Zmonomer
fluid 5

11(n51
6 Cnyn

~12y!2 , ~2!

where C150, C250.128 018, C350.001 818 8, C4

520.725 53, C552.527 83, andC6522.4945. y is the
packing fraction which, in two dimensions, is given by

y5
p

4
r refs2, ~3!

wheres is the hard disk diameter. Equation~2! was proposed
by Baus and Colot29 as a rescaled and truncated virial ser
‘‘inspired’’ by the results of scaled particle theory. The coe
ficientsC1 , C2 , andC3 are chosen to reproduce the resu
for B2 , B3 , andB4 for the hard disk fluid. The coefficient
C4 , C5 , andC6 were obtained by a fit to simulation data.30
7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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In the solid phase the reference EOS used in this stud
that proposed by Alderet al.31

Zmonomer
solid 5

D

a
1c01c1a, ~4!

wherec051.90,c150.67, andD is the dimensionality of the
system~in this caseD52! anda5(r0

ref2r ref)/r ref with the
monomer close packing value being given by

r0
ref5

2

s2)
. ~5!

From the two-dimensional virial equation32,33

Z5
pref

r refkT
511

p

2
r refs2g~s! ~6!

giving

g~s!5
Zmomomer

fluid/solid21

p

2
r refs2

. ~7!

The substitution of Eq.~7! into Eq. ~1! with Zmonomer
fluid/solid being

either Eq.~2! in the fluid phase or Eq.~4! in the solid phase
provides us with an EOS for 2D flexible chain molecul
composed ofm hard disks. By means of an analytical mat
ematics package expressions and values for the EOS ca
readily generated. This procedure has been performed p
ously for the fluid phase by Zhou and co-workers.27

B. Free energy

In general the Helmholtz free energy can be divided i
two components, the ideal component and a residual com
nent

F total

NkT
5

F ideal

NkT
1

F residual

NkT
. ~8!

FIG. 1. Equation of state for the fluid and solid phases of the 2D hard
dimer. The solid lines are Wertheim’s TPT1 for the fluid phase and s
phase. The solid points are simulation results for the fluid and disord
solid phases~Ref. 22!. The solid tie line is that from this work. The dashe
tie line is that of Wojciechowskiet al. ~Refs. 21 and 22!. r* 5rs2, p*
5ps2/kT.
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The chemical potential is given by

m

kT
5

F ideal

NkT
1

F residual

NkT
1Z ~9!

with the ideal part of the Helmholtz free energy being

F ideal

NkT
5 ln~rL2!21, ~10!

whereL is the de Broglie thermal wavelength. We shall a
bitrarily defineL to be equal tos. According to TPT1 the
residual Helmholtz free energy for the chain is given by34

Fchain
residual

NkT
5m

Fmonomer
residual

NmkT
2~m21!ln g~s!, ~11!

where Nm is the number of monomers in the system. T
residual Helmholtz free energy of the monomer fluid pha
can be expressed as

Fmonomer
residual

NmkT
5E

0

h Zmonomer
fluid 21

h
dh. ~12!

The residual Helmholtz free energy of the monomer so
phase is given by9

Fmonomer
residual

NmkT
5

Fmonomer
residual ~h0!

NmkT
1E

h0

h Zmonomer
solid 21

h
dh, ~13!

k
d
d

TABLE I. Fluid–solid phase transition for two-dimensional hard chains.

m yfluid ysolid p* m/kT

1 0.690 0.727 9.365 Hoover and Ree35

1 0.691 0.716 8.914 Alderet al.17

1 0.682 0.717 8.779 12.35
2 0.714 0.747 8.6~2! Wojciechowskiet al.22

2 0.718 0.759 9.236 24.15
3 0.728 0.773 9.298 35.85
4 0.733 0.780 9.297 47.50
5 0.735 0.784 9.284 59.14
6 0.737 0.786 9.270 70.80
7 0.738 0.788 9.256 82.45
8 0.739 0.789 9.245 94.10
9 0.740 0.790 9.235 105.77

10 0.741 0.791 9.227 117.43
16 0.742 0.794 9.194 187.54
20 0.743 0.795 9.181 234.33
30 0.744 0.796 9.164 351.43

TABLE II. Comparison between values for the chemical potential fro
simulation results~Refs. 21 and 22! for m52, and the present work for the
fluid ~top! and solid phases~bottom!.

p* mfluid
MC /kT mfluid

theory/kT

8.35 22.18 22.19
8.70 22.95 22.97

p* msolid
MC /kT msolid

theory/kT

8.35 22.20 22.30
8.70 22.94 23.04
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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whereFmonomer
residual (h0) is the residual Helmholtz free energy o

hard disks at the volume fractionh0 .
For h050.716 35 Alderet al.31 have given a value o

Fmonomer
residual (h0)53.818 for the above equation.~See Table VIII

in Ref. 31.!

III. RESULTS

In Fig. 1 a comparison is made between the TPT1 eq
tion of state and Monte Carlo computer simulation results
Wojciechowskiet al.22 The agreement between the simu
tion results and the theory is quite good for the EOS in b
the fluid and the solid branches. However, it can be seen
the predicted location of the tie line is over estimated.
should be noted that the position of the tie line is high
sensitive to changes in the first term of Eq.~13!. Simulation
results also reflect this sensitivity in the spread of results
the location of the transition for the monomer system in
published literature.17,35,36 The two tie lines are those o
Wojciechowskiet al.and that derived from this work. Fluid–
solid coexistence properties are given in Table I. We n
from Table I that form52 the theory in this paper slightly
overestimates the pressure at which the tie lines appea
Table II we make a comparison of the chemical poten
from simulation an that obtained from the theory in this p
per. One can see that the estimates are in good agreeme
the fluid phase, however, for the solid phase there is a
crepancy. The difference between the values ofm account for
the overestimate of the pressure at the phase transi
Wojciechowskiet al.22 have calculated the free energy of th
solid dimer as being 5.20 at a packing fraction ofy
50.7685. At the same packing fraction our calculations p
vide us with F/NkT55.28. This higher value for the fre
energy in our theory delays the onset of freezing, thus p
ing our tie lines at slightly higher densities.

As well as for the monomer and dimer systems
solid–fluid equilibrium points are also calculated for a nu
ber of other chain lengths~see Table I!. As can be seen the
volume fraction at which both melting and freezing occu
increases with the number of monomers in the chain
reaches an asymptotic value. After peaking atm53 the pres-
sure at the transition also tends to an asymptotic limit. T
reason for such asymptotic limits has been developed
recent publication by Vega and MacDowell.9

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper Wertheim’s TPT1 has been extended to
two-dimensional tangent hard disk chain system for the fl
and solid branches. Good agreement has been found fo
m52 system between the theory and existing compu
simulation results. Prediction of the location of the fluid
solid tie line shows fair agreement with that of simulatio
The volume fraction at which melting and freezing occu
increases with increasing chain length and reaches
asymptotic value. This behavior is analogous to the thr
dimensional situation.

For chains that contain more than two monomers it
conceivable that ordered phases could form between the
tropic fluid and the solid phase. If such phases form th
Downloaded 20 May 2005 to 161.111.20.5. Redistribution subject to AIP
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evidently the equation of state for these phases would di
from those of the isotropic fluid and the solid phase eq
tions of state, and the equations of state described here w
not hold in this regime.

In three dimensions it is possible to study intersect
hard sphere chains with TPT1 by means of a mapping to
equivalent number of monomer units~Zhou et al.27!. It is
possible that a similarly designed scaling may be found to
applicable to two-dimensional ‘fused’ hard disks such
those studied by Wojciechowski.37
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